45 FASHION AND BEAUTY TRENDS TO TRY NOW

HOW TO ROCK
#GIRLBOSS SIHOUETTES, POLISHED PANTSUITS & FUTURISTIC SUNNIES EVERYDAY

MUST-READ!
HOW FAR CAN RM500 STRETCH FOR YOU TODAY?

WOMEN IN POWER

GET YOUR DREAM HAIR
WITH SKINCARE-INSPIRED PRODUCTS
FASHION

25 FASHION BEAT
We're all about rocking power silhouettes, embracing an artsy twist and carrying bucket bags all month long.

34 FASHION INSIDER: MODERN STROKES
Our writer takes us on a journey into the colourful world of the new batik that is Fern Chua's eponymous label.

36 COLOUR CRASH COURSE: FIERCE YET REGAL
Find out how you can flaunt our latest colour obsession, Princess Blue, out for work and play.

38 STYLE HACK: UNDER CONTROL
How do we put a casual spin on pantsuits? By mixing them up with laidback yet polished pieces and colours, of course!

42 STYLEPHILE: POLISHED EDGE
Our latest It girl/banker, Alyaa Syed tells us what sparks joy to her when it comes to fashion.

48 FASHION SPREAD: SIGNED, SEALED, DELIVERED
Get ready to up your daily staples with edgy yet relaxed looks to make your everyday neutrals pop with a touch of colour.
BEAUTY

68 BEAUTY BEAT
Haircare with skincare properties, new skin-energising hits, cool nail colours to try, the Beauty Editor’s picks and more!

74 BEAUTY INSIDER: MODERN LIVING
Check out how you can reduce the often stressful effects of urban life on your skin from Brian Brazeau, the General Manager of Skin Regimen.

76 MAKEOVER: GLOSSY, GRADIENT LIDS
We show you one way to crank up the classic brown smoky-eye look. Caution: gloss is involved.

77 COLOUR CRUSH: SULTRY SIERRA
Taking over the classic red, this pinkish mauve is a new neutral that looks phenomenal on all skin tones.

78 BEAUTYPHILE: A PASSION FOR SHOWBIZ
Pauline Tan shares about her beauty essentials with us – and you’ll want to pay attention!

82 BEAUTY SPREAD: WATCH ME SHINE!
Cruise through the month like the badass you are with foil, loose pigment shadow, metallic and glittery makeup.

FEATURES & LIFESTYLE

112 LIFESTYLE PICKS: LET’S CELEBRATE YOU
We’ve got three simple and easy ways for you to give yourself a treat this International Women’s Day!

113 OPINION: FEMALE POWER IN MUSIC AND IN ME
Radio announcer, TV host and social media influencer, Fiqrie Dahari spills on how your choice of music can reflect a lot about a woman’s stand in life.

114 TRAVEL HIT: BUCHAREST
Scrap the beaches and relaxing holidays, it’s time to go on an adventure of a lifetime!

116 HIDDEN GEM: A TASTE OF MEXICO
Pronounced as ‘Wa-ha-ka’, Oaxaca is brimming with colours, culture and history, and we tell you why it should be on your must-visit list.

122 MONEY: SHE WORKS HARD FOR HER MONEY
Hear it from the pros! Six successful women reveal what RM500 means to them in today’s world and how they’d spend it every month.

124 HEALTH: MATERNAL MORTALITY
How much do you know about AMH? We tell you how this one test can reveal a lot about your chances of having a baby.